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Part 1: Update of institute development
- In 2011 and 2012, teachers and staffs participated in 18 training courses:
  - Metal Cutting: 11 courses with 06 staffs and trainers
  - Electrotechnic and Electronics: 7 courses with 2 trainers.
  - In cooperation with GIZ expert, organised successfully 2 courses: “Assembling of bearing” and “Assembling of machinery devices”
  - Department and institute managers participated in study tour to Germany on 3-layer TVET training approach.
Part 1: Update of institute development

• Institute trainers participated in other courses: MIT, tracer study, workshop management.
• With GIZ expert, the institute has finalised list of equipment as basis for further implementation.
• At campus 1, workshops, classrooms have been adjusted and installed with more facilities and equipment as appropriate according to advice by GIZ expert.
• At campus 2, core construction of 5-level building has completed with 5,400m2, will be completed Quarter III / 2013. Necessary procedures are being taken for construction of 1,029m2 workshops

Part 1: Update of institute development: Utilisation of trained trainers following GIZ training courses:

• After the training courses, trainers have been able to apply gained knowledge and skills into their training of students (trainers have to make a complete product for students to observer before practicing), change in the organisation and use of practical training workshop (arrangement of equipment and facilities, training plan is elaborated logically for a complete training course, so that students can complete a workpiece at the end)
• Trained teachers/trainers will be asked by Dept. Head to share/re-train others for multiplication purpose (on topics: WS management, technical training courses...)
Part 1: Update of institute development
- Plan of 2013:
  • In 2013, institute plan to complete the construction of practical training workshops for receiving project equipment on 31/12/2013 at campus 2. With advice of GIZ expert, re-organisation of workshops will be made, procurement of additional equipment and materials will be made for workshops in campus 1, plan activity for 2013.
  • The institute will cooperate with GDVT, GIZ and Vinacomin Corporation in fulfilling necessary procedures related to equipment.
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Cooperation with Enterprises
**Part 2: Cooperation with Enterprises**

Implemented activity:

- Contact enterprises in Vinacomin for cooperation opportunity on production of equipment (Electrical equipment Co. of TKV: production of box of electrical explosion prevention equipment; Machinery manufacturing Co.: cooperative production of hydraulic devices, hydraulic valve…)
- >90% students are of “contract training”

---

**Phần 2: Promoting cooperation with enterprises:**

- 2013 plan:
  - The institute has got sufficient training contracts with companies, enterprises for 2013. At the same time, the institute is considering appropriate devices for production and practical training of students.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!